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The Crafts Study Centre has acquired a very significant archive relating to Bernard Leach to add to its world class 
collections. The archive consists of drawings, first edition etchings and photographs (particularly relating to his trips to 
Japan in the 1930s) as well as three oil paintings and student drawings. These items were chosen by Leach himself and 
given over the course of time to his friend and secretary Alan Bell, who worked for him on writing and Bahá‘í matters 
in the 1970s. 

The collection was purchased from the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá‘ís of the United Kingdom with the 
very generous support of grants from the V&A Purchase Fund and Art Fund. Works from the archive will be exhibited 
in a Bernard Leach exhibition at the Crafts Study Centre in 2020, celebrating the one hundredth anniversary of the 
founding of the Leach Pottery in St Ives in 1920.

CRAFTS STUDY CENTRE 

NEWS

RECENT ACQUISITIONS - BERNARD LEACH ARCHIVE

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT OUR TALKS, LECTURES AND EVENTS PLEASE VISIT: CSC.UCA.AC.UK/PROGRAMME

NEWLY APPOINTED TRUSTEES - DR. VICTORIA KELLEY AND EDWARD WATES

Victoria Kelley is Director of Research and Education and Professor of the History of Design and Material Culture at UCA. 
Victoria has worked at UCA since 1996, as well as teaching in other art and design universities including the Royal
College of Art and Central Saint Martins. Her research interests lie in the material culture of everyday life and ordinary 
experience, and her latest book is Cheap Street: London’s street markets and the culture of informality, c.1850–1939, 
published by Manchester University Press in September 2019.

Edward Wates brings over 40 years’ commercial experience in academic publishing. In parallel to this work, Edward 
has a separate career as a calligrapher and book artist whose work is widely exhibited and held in public collections in 
the UK, Pakistan, Germany and the US. He is an elected member of the Letter Exchange and Chair of both the Irene 
Wellington Educational Trust and the Commonwork Trust. Edward will take up his trusteeship in September 2019.

FARNHAM CRAFT MONTH
October has been designated Craft Month in Farnham as part of its position 
as a Craft Town, and a number of special events are taking place at the Crafts 
Study Centre. More information on Craft Month and a full list of events and 
activities can be found at: www.farnham.gov.uk/discover/crafttown



The Crafts Study Centre was founded as a charity on 1st April 1970 as a research and study collection of modern craft. 
It was located at first in the Holburne Museum of Art, Bath, and the collections transferred to Farnham in the year 
2000. The Crafts Study Centre has since gained standalone accreditation status as a university museum of modern 
craft set in the context of the specialist arts university, in a partnership with the University for the Creative Arts.

In order to celebrate 50 years, the current Trustees of the Crafts Study Centre and members of the Centre’s 
Acquisitions Committee have each selected a group of objects that are of particular interest to them and their fields 
of study in modern craft. This will establish an exhibition of personal scrutiny and research mediated by expert 
witnesses: the makers, curators, educationalists and academics who oversee today’s Crafts Study Centre as the legal 
guardians and advisors of the newly-reconfigured charitable incorporated organisation. 

Objects and archives from across the range of the collections have been selected, to create a symbolic exhibition 
celebrating 50 years of assiduous collecting, exhibiting, research and writing: establishing a major contribution to 
craft history and understanding in England and internationally. As Alison Britton, the Chair of the Crafts Study Centre 
has written, the exhibition shows how ‘craft moves forward through its uses of history, looking and comparing, in 
pursuit of a skilful contemporary relevance’.

EXHIBITION

MOVING FORWARD: THE CRAFTS STUDY CENTRE AT 50 

27TH AUGUST 2019 TO 15TH AUGUST 2020

CRAFTS STUDY CENTRE ARCHIVE

A DETAIL FROM THE FOUNDING EXHIBITION OF THE CRAFTS STUDY 
CETNRE IN 1972 HELD AT HOLBURNE OF MENSTRIE MUSEUM, BATH



Shoulder to the Wheel takes as its starting point the classic 1923 book by the Farnham wheelwright George Sturt, The 
Wheelwright’s Shop. The exhibition has been curated by the internationally-acclaimed writer and researcher Dr Glenn 
Adamson. Shoulder to the Wheel is presented in partnership with The Museum of English Rural Life at the University 
of Reading.

Adamson says that ‘the exhibition is a meditation on craft practices past and present’, noting that ‘Sturt’s book stands 
as one of the great literary achievements of craft writing. It is a model of a certain romantic attachment to bygone ways,
saturated with human interest and concern’. 

The foundational object in the exhibition is a single wagon wheel from the collections of The Museum of English Rural 
Life. The wheel has been studied by three makers who have been commissioned to make a wheel in response to it. 
These makers come from very different technical, creative and imaginative backgrounds. Greg Rowland is a Master 
Wheelwright with a studio and workshop in Devon. Gareth Neal is a furniture designer-maker based in East London. 
Zoe Laughlin is co-Founder and Director of the Institute of Making at the University College, London. Their wheels 
will demonstrate diverse approaches from the traditional to the conceptual, using analogue and digital methods of 
construction and visualising. The new commissioned works mark our own distance from Sturt’s time, presenting the 
wheelwright’s trade in an expansive and comparative context.

The exhibition will include new studio photographs by Jon Stokes, as well as associated wheelwright’s tools from 
the collections of The Museum of English Rural Life, and sections from Sturt’s handwritten manuscript of The 
Wheelwright’s Shop kindly loaned by the Museum of Farnham.

EXHIBITION

SHOULDER TO THE WHEEL

10TH SEPTEMBER TO 14TH DECEMBER 2019

PHOTO BY KIND PERMISSION OF THE MUSEUM OF FARNHAM

CONTENTS PAGE OF THE WHEELWRIGHT’S SHOP



Join exhibition curator Dr Glenn Adamson who will give an 
introductory lecture explaining the curatorial intentions and 
thinking behind Shoulder to the Wheel. He will then lead a 
conversation with the three makers, Zoe Laughlin, Gareth 
Neal and Greg Rowland, who have been commissioned to 
create three new wheels to sit alongside a heritage wagon 
wheel from the collections at The Museum of English Rural 
Life, University of Reading. 

This will be followed by a closing lecture from Dr Paddy 
Bullard from the Department of English of the University of 
Reading who considers the literary achievement of George 
Sturt’s The Wheelwright’s Shop.

TICKETS : £10 - advanced booking is required as numbers 
are strictly limited. 

IN CONVERSATION

SHOULDER TO THE WHEEL 

MONDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2019 | 11AM - 1PM

Shoulder to the Wheel is presented by the Crafts Study Centre 
in partnership with The Museum of English Rural Life, University 
of Reading.

The Crafts Study Centre is proud to participate once 
again in the national scheme of Heritage Open Days. 

Celebrating the fantastic architecture and culture that 
England has to offer, Heritage Open Days encourages 
free access to places that are either normally closed to 
the public or would make a charge for admission.

Visitors will be able to see the Centre’s reserve collections 
and a specially curated group of objects will be brought 
together for more detailed analysis.

TICKETS: FREE -  tickets must be booked 
in advance as numbers are strictly limited.

HERITAGE OPEN DAYS

DIRECTOR AND CURATOR’S TOURS

FRIDAY 20 & SATURDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 2019 | 11AM    

CRAFTS STUDY CENTRE

SHOP & TANNER GALLERY

PHOTO BY KIND PERMISSION OF ST ANDREW’S CHURCH, FARNHAM

MEMORIAL STONE FOR GEORGE STURT, CARVED BY ERIC GILL



This lecture takes as its starting point the significance of 
the individually-made craft object. 

A series of works including a vessel by Magdalene 
Odundo, a textile length by Phyllis Barron and Dorothy 
Larcher and a drawing from the newly-acquired Alan Bell 
Bernard Leach archive will be analysed. 

The lecture will see how meaning may be established 
through critical analysis and a consideration of archival 
sources and the makers’ own testimonies.

Professor Simon Olding is Director of the Crafts Study 
Centre and the lecture forms part of the Farnham Craft 
Month activities.

TICKETS : Free - advanced booking is required as 
numbers are strictly limited.

DIRECTOR’S LECTURE

PROFESSOR SIMON OLDING: LOOKING HARD

WEDNESDAY 16 OCTOBER    |   2.00PM - 3.00PM     

This hands-on workshop will combine the opportunity 
to see, handle and draw examples of calligraphy from 
the fantastic collections at the Crafts Study Centre, 
introduced by Curator Greta Bertram, with the chance 
to have a go at classic calligraphy with lettering artist 
Mark Brooks. 

The workshop will explore the foundation of script – 
the starting point for practising classic calligraphy and 
inscribing metal, wood and glass – as well as the creative 
potential and applications for this craft. Participants will 
have the opportunity to develop calligraphy skills, using 
a broad edged calligraphy pen to form beautiful letters 
and flowing script.

No previous experience necessary. Pens, inks and 
materials provided.

TICKETS: £15.00 bookable directly through Goldsmiths  
www.goldsmiths-centre.org/whats-on

CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS WORKSHOP

CALLIGRAPHY – THE ESSENCE OF THE ALPHABET

WEDNESDAY 30 OCTOBER    |   1.00PM - 5.00PM     IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE GOLDSMITHS CENTRE

 © CRAFTS STUDY CENTRE COLLECTIONS

DAVID HOWELLS CALLIGRAPHY

 © CRAFTS STUDY CENTRE COLLECTIONS

TEXTILE SAMPLE FROM BARRON & LARCHER



The traditional expectation of the craft maker is to produce the singular, silent work in a variety of fields of practice 
from ceramics to glass, jewellery to textiles, lettering or calligraphy and so on. Over the past ten years or so, however 
many makers are taking a new approach, and setting their work in the context of forms of performance. For example, 
the potter and writer Edmund de Waal collaborated with The Royal Ballet to design Wayne McGregor’s new ballet 
Yugen in 2017-18. 

The idea of performance (the artist’s running and the record of her heart beat) was implicit and explicit in Karina 
Thompson’s work I hour’s production=1½ miles = 15 lengths for the exhibition Cloth and Memory (curated by Lesley 
Millar in 2013). 

The Crafts Study Centre and the International Textile Research Centre at the University for the Creative Arts now seek 
20 minute illustrated papers from makers, curators, practitioners, academics and all who are interested in the synthesis 
of craft in/as performance, so that we may establish a narrative of recent activity and achievements and ask whether 
this integrated approach is a marginal activity or a central guiding point for future craft making. The areas of interest 
may include, but not be limited to: the act of making; histories of recent performance in relation to craft; physicality
and materiality; presence and absence; craft and documentation, and refer across the field of craft practices.

One page abstracts of the papers should be sent to Professors Lesley Millar and Simon Olding, the symposium 
convenors, by 14th December 2019 at lmillar@uca.ac.uk and solding@uca.ac.uk

CALL FOR PAPERS

STAGE CRAFT: CRAFT IN PERFORMANCE

DEADLINE: 14 DECEMBER 2019

Stage Craft: Craft in Performance will be held at UCA 
Farnham on 27 May 2020. 

Ticket details and speakers will be published in the next 
CSC programme and on the CSC website.

IMAGE © HANNAH COATEN

KARINA THOMPSON FROM 
1 HOUR’S PRODUCTION = 1 1/2 MILES = 15 LENGTHS  



THE CRAFTS STUDY CENTRE

SHOP

OPEN TUESDAY - FRIDAY 10.00AM - 5.00PM & SATURDAY 10.00AM - 4.00PM

The Crafts Study Centre shop offers a selection of ceramics, glass, jewellery, textiles and calligraphy from renowned 
and emerging artists and craftspeople from the local area and further afield, including a new range of ceramic pieces 
from Selborne Pottery (image below right).

We are delighted to have in the shop from October 2019 a new book about the life and work of the late potter 
Emmanuel Cooper, edited by his partner David Horbury. Making Emmanuel Cooper: Life and Work from his Memoirs, 
Letters, Diaries and Interviews is based on an extraordinary body of work, but also an archive that illuminated both his 
own life and career and that of the many other makers, artists and activists who had been his friends, colleagues or the 
subject of his writing.

By popular demand, we now have a reprint of the book Muriel Rose, edited by Jean Vacher. The book of essays was 
published to accompany Jean Vacher’s ground-breaking exhibition at the Crafts Study Centre in 2006.

Regrettably, we are not able to offer online purchases, however purchases can be made in person or by telephone 
during our opening hours. All items can be posted and credit and debit card sales are available.

THE CRAFTS STUDY CENTRE

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

RECRUITING NOW

From October, the Curator of the Crafts Study Centre, 
Greta Bertram, is looking to run weekly sessions with a 
group of volunteers to assist her in collections projects. 
These will relate to all aspects of the Centre’s object, 
archive and library collections, and could include such 
tasks as labelling objects, listing books, and entering 
information into the object database.

This is an excellent opportunity to bring your skills and 
interests in modern craft to bear on the safeguarding 
and care of the unrivalled collections of the Crafts Study 
Centre. Please contact Greta at greta.bertram@uca.ac.uk 
for more information.

Also available from the shop is a new book of essays 
Encompassing: Research written by members of academic 
staff of the School of Crafts and Design at the University 
for the Creative Arts. The book consists of new research on 
a wide range of subjects from textile practice to ceramics, 
the distributed collection of the Elgin Marbles and the 
spatial analysis of the football pitch. 

Work on sale in our shop would appeal to both collectors 
or those seeking a unique affordable gift. We also carry a 
range of magazines, books and publications from both the 
Crafts Study Centre and other publishers.
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Crafts Study Centre
School of Craft & Design
University for the Creative Arts
Falkner Road  
Farnham  Surrey  GU9 7DS

01252 891450
www.csc.uca.ac.uk

              @craftsstudycentre

Open Tuesday to Friday 10.00am to 5.00pm
and Saturday 10.00am to 4.00pm    

Admission is Free

Research visits welcome by appointment

The Crafts Study Centre will be closed to the public at 
Christmas from Tuesday 17 December 2019,  reopening 
on Tuesday 7 January 2019

         Accessible for wheelchair users

         Induction loop at reception

The Crafts Study Centre is a Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation Foundation, registered charity number 1179008

The Crafts Study Centre is supported with funding from:

DETAIL FROM THE FRONT COVER OF THE FIRST 
EDITION OF THE WHEELWRIGHT’S SHOP

COVER IMAGE


